Presents

Bath Salts/Spice
Synthetic Drug Identification and Investigations

Where: Cabela’s
1600 Gateway Blvd. NE
Lacey, WA

When: March 25th, 2013  8:30 AM – 4:30 PM

Cost: $99.00 per person  Hurry and reserve your seats now!

Register online at: bluelineincs.com

Registration contact: david miller 360-259-5028
DAVIDMILLER@BLUELINEINCS.COM

About The Class
This training course will help officers understand the history and chemistry of synthetic / designer drugs Spice and Bath Salts. The class will teach officers how to identify, investigate and prepare synthetic drug cases for prosecution. Officers will learn about new State Laws pertaining to synthetic/designer drugs as well as current legislation. Officers will participate in case studies dealing with the new age of synthetic/designer drugs. Officers will also learn the objective signs and symptoms of intoxication of someone who is under the influence of synthetic drugs Spice / Bath Salts and the potential for significant officer safety risks from some synthetic drug users.

About the Speaker
William Perno is a retired San Diego County Deputy Sheriff and the cofounder of a grassroots Community Group. The efforts of this grassroots Community Group were instrumental in the passage of California State Assembly Bill AB486, banning sales of bath salts with an urgency clause. William is dedicated to protecting communities from the prevalence of synthetic drugs. He is considered a subject matter expert and has given synthetic drug presentations and training to personnel from local, state and federal law enforcement agencies. Mr. Perno has given numerous presentations to community groups, school districts, students, teachers, parents, health care providers (psychologists, psychiatrists, security staff and emergency room doctors), epidemiologists, prevention providers, drug free community coalitions, and policy makers.